ABSTRACT: A parametrization scheme for the electronic part of the densityfunctional based tight-binding (DFTB) method that covers the periodic table is presented. A semiautomatic parametrization scheme has been developed that uses Kohn−Sham energies and band structure curvatures of real and fictitious homoatomic crystal structures as reference data. A confinement potential is used to tighten the Kohn−Sham orbitals, which includes two free parameters that are used to optimize the performance of the method. The method is tested on more than 100 systems and shows excellent overall performance.
INTRODUCTION
Density-functional based tight binding (DFTB) is an approximation to density-functional theory (DFT). 1, 2 It has been proposed in the 1980s by Seifert and co-workers 3 for the X α method and was transferred later to DFT. 4, 5 The method made use of an optimized atomic orbital minimal basis set and approximated the effective Kohn−Sham (KS) potential in a rigorous two-center approximation. Thus, terms of three or more centers are not present in the KS matrix, allowing the a priori calculation and tabulation of all matrix elements, employing the so-called Slater−Koster technique. 6 Because of the algorithmic simplicity of the method, it has been straightforward to implement it early on massively parallel high-performance computers; 7, 8 all computationally intensive operations of DFTB are available in standard linear algebra packages and thus highly optimized for virtually all computer architectures.
DFTB has been successfully employed in studying a series of applications, most notably carbon-based systems, 5,9−20 but also boron nitrides, 21, 22 silicon and silicon carbide, 23−25 and other systems. 26, 27 Properties arising as expectation values of the DFTB-approximated KS orbitals are available in a straightforward way, including NMR, 13, 15, 28 STM images, 29, 30 and vibrational spectroscopy and related thermal properties. 31, 32 DFTB showed an excellent overall performance and was a significant contribution to computational materials science as it made electronic structure calculations possible for nanoscale systems at a very early time. However, its accuracy concerning structures and energies was not always competitive to highly parametrized force fields and self-consistent semiempirical models, in particular for bioorganic systems. Hence, Elstner and co-workers have extended DFTB in order to include a selfconsistent charge (SCC) correction, accounting for valence electron density redistribution due to interatomic interactions. This reformulated theory is based on the superposition of atom-centered electron densities, applying the two-particle approximation to densities rather than to potential terms. The total energy is derived as second-order expansion of the KS energy with respect to the electron density, which is constructed as a sum of pseudoatomic electron densities. 33 This method, commonly referred to as SCC-DFTB, has been very successful, most notably in the field of computational biology, where quantitative accuracy of structural and energetic parameters has been achieved. 8, 34, 35 The better description of charge fluctuations in the system allowed for the time-dependent SCC-DFTB formulation, 36−38 as well as a more accurate description, of the vibrational properties (IR and Raman spectra). 39−41 In the same way as DFT, (SCC-)DFTB lacks London dispersion interactions (LDI). These can be treated in a similar fashion as in DFT by adding an empirical two-body force-fieldlike term with r −6 long-range asymptotic and appropriate shortrange behaviors. 42, 43 Other major refinements of DFTB are spin-polarized DFTB, 44 LDA+U-like Hamiltonians for strongly correlated systems, 45, 46 and third-order DFTB (DFTB3), where the thirdorder contributions of the electronic fluctuations, in the form of induced atomic Mulliken charges, are taken into account. 47, 48 The combination of SCC and LDI made the results of DFTB much more realistic, and applications in the field of inorganic nanomaterials, 49−55 metal−organic frameworks (MOFs), 56−58 covalent organic frameworks (COFs), 59−63 carbon-based systems, 64−66 and biomolecules 67−71 have been reported. There have been several recent reviews on DFTB to which we refer the interested reader. 72−74 Despite all the progress achieved with the help of the DFTB method in all its variations and the availability of the method in most of today's computer codes, it is important to note that a straightforward generalization of the method, offering parameters throughout the periodic table, has not been successful to date. There have been various attempts to automatically generate parts of the DFTB parameters, 75−77 but we note that the parameters that are actually used in computer simulations are typically hand-tuned and, unfortunately, in many cases, limited to a small set of elements.
In this and a forthcoming work, we will present a scheme that produces optimized parameters throughout the periodic table. This work concentrates on the generation of electronic parameters, that is, those that are needed to generate the KS and overlap matrix elements and thus to generate band structures and all related properties. In a forthcoming contribution, we will provide the remaining terms that are needed for the total energy (also known as repulsive potentials), thus completing a DFTB parameter set for the periodic table.
This article is organized as follows: First, we review the relevant part of the DFTB theory. Then, we motivate and rationalize our computational approach and present the automated parametrization scheme. After reporting our construction recipe for the calculation of the electronic parameters throughout the periodic table, we discuss the transferability of the approach and finally compare selected band structures with DFT reference calculations. This article is accompanied with a comprehensive Supporting Information, including the band structures of all materials selected for training and validation calculations.
REVIEW OF DFTB
The Kohn−Sham equations can be formulated as (1) with the effective potential V eff =V eff [n] being a functional of the electronic density n(r). In DFTB, V eff is expressed by a series including only atom-centered terms. Two philosophies are found in the literature. In the potential superposition, introduced by Seifert and co-workers, 3−5 V eff is written as series of atomcentered potential contributions V A of the atoms A at positions
In the density superposition, introduced by Elstner et al., 33 the electronic density is expanded in a similar way, superposing atom-centered densities n A :
. Both expansions are formally exact when pursued to the infinite order, and one could write the atomic contributions, for example, in a series of spherical harmonics centered at the respective positions of the nuclei of the atoms.
In the DFTB approximation, the individual elements of these series are replaced by atomic trial potentials or trial densities, respectively. Those contributions are constructed by calculations of spherical pseudoatoms that are subject to a confinement potential V conf· V conf is acting in two roles. It reduces the spatial extension of the atomic orbitals and, consequently, atomic densities and potentials, and it acts as a tunable parameter. The trial potentials V 0 A or densities n 0 A are obtained by self-consistently solving the KS equations of a closed-shell pseudoatom of type A, with the electron density constrained to spherical symmetry These atomic calculations also yield the confined atomic orbitals ϕ v A . The linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approach is now used to expand the KS orbitals
where A(ν) denotes center A to which atomic orbital ϕ v A belongs. DFTB approximates this series by restricting it to include only the atomic valence orbitals plus, in some cases, the first unoccupied shell. As basis functions, the method uses the solutions of the pseudoatomic calculations ϕ v A of eq 2. Thus, the overlap matrix S is defined as S μν = ⟨ϕ μ |ϕ ν ⟩. For the zeroorder KS matrix F 0 , two further approximations are necessary. First, we apply the two-center approximation, that is, only those potential (or density) contributions that are centered at the same positions as the basis functions are considered
for the potential superposition, and
for the density superposition. Second, for the diagonal elements we use F μμ 0 = <ϕ μ |F|ϕ μ > = ε μ free , with ε μ free referring to the KS energy of orbital ϕ μ of the free spherical atom, that is, with V conf = 0. This latter choice ensures correct dissociation energies. 5 Because of the orthogonality of the atomic orbitals, all other one-center off-diagonal elements are zero, and we can summarize the zero-order DFTB KS matrix as
The orbital term of the total energy of the system is conveniently written as tr(P·F 0 ), where the elements of the density matrix P are defined as
with orbital occupations f i . The SCC correction 33 accounts for the second order terms with respect to the charge fluctuations in the system. Those modify the KS matrix to
where γ is an effective matrix including the Coulomb and exchange correlation interactions (for details see ref 33) , and q ξ denote charges, typically Mulliken charges, of the atoms. If applied to atoms with charges q ξ , the SCC correction shifts the KS matrix elements up (for electron gain) or down (for electron loss) at the respective centers; hence, it balances the charge flow through the system depending on the atomic hardnesses. The SCC correction can be formulated for shells, being advantageous, e.g., for transition metals with notably different hardnesses for s, p shells on one hand, and the d shell on the other hand. In this case, the index ξ denotes the shell index, and q ξ = n ξ 0 − n ξ is the electric charge of the shell, computed as the shell population difference with respect to the free atom.
The DFTB total energy results from the orbital term corrected by the second-order term and a so-called repulsive energy E rep , which accounts for the internuclear repulsion and the double counting terms, and includes ad hoc corrections for the approximations made
The parametrization of the repulsive energy will be subject of a forthcoming work. Here, we concentrate on a high-quality parametrization of the electronic parameters, yielding the KS orbitals, and hence orbital energies and all other quantities that can be expressed as expectation values of the KS orbitals.
As commonly done in the DFTB community, we will employ the confinement potential as parameter to tune the DFTB electronic structure. There are various ways to describe the confinement potential. Traditionally, it has been defined as harmonic potential V conf = (r/r 0 ) 2 , with r 0 being an empirical parameter, typically having a value of about twice the covalent radius of the atom. 78, 79 In this work, we generalize this potential to
with r 0 and σ being free, positive, real parameters that are used to optimize the DFTB performance to yield high-quality KS orbitals ψ i . A DFTB performance comparable to the one presented in this work has been achieved, with a similar parametrization strategy using a Woods−Saxon confinement potential together with a fully relativistic atomic program, by Nishimura in the Irle and Witek groups.
80,81
3. PARAMETRIZATION DETAILS 3.1. General Concept. The format of present-day DFTB parameters and the corresponding literature generate the impression that DFTB involves a diatomic parametrization, thus requiring the optimization of N(N + 1)/2 parameter sets to cover a number N of chemical elements. To put it into perspective, 5050 parameter sets would then be required to cover 100 elements. It is rather obvious that this amount of parameter sets is difficult to generate and to maintain, and this is certainly the principal reason why a DFTB for the periodic table has not been available so far. In principle, DFTB requires only a set of atomic parameters, that is, each parameter set depends on one atom type only. This is particularly true for the electronic part of DFTB, given in the so-called Slater−Koster tables, 6 and this may even be transferred to the so-called repulsive potential, as discussed by Mirtschink and Seifert. 82 The adoption of a single atom-type strategy reduces the number of parameter sets to be optimized to N, that is, one parameter set per chemical element, a number that is much easier to control. We will employ this strategy and describe it in detail in this section.
First, we discuss our selection of reference structures and methods and define the computational details for the generation of reference data. Then, we give the numerical details of the quantum-mechanical calculations leading to the DFTB pseudoatoms and consequently DFTB parameters and motivate their choice. We report the semiautomatic parametrization procedure and the scoring functions that are used to optimize the DFTB parameters before we discuss the transferability to heteroatomic systems and measures to overcome shortcomings.
3.2. Reference Structures and Methods. DFTB parameters are supposed to be transferable between different systems. Therefore, it is important to include interactions between atoms in different bonding situations during the parametrization. As we want to have a simplified parametrization strategy, we prefer homoatomic systems. A straightforward way to achieve this is to concentrate on solids and to include crystals of different coordination numbers, thus probing different bonding environments. An attractive parametrization target will be the band structure, as it simultaneously samples the effect of a large number of bond distances on elements of the overlap and KS matrices. The bands are associated with the individual KS energies and thus the KS orbitals. The curvature of the bands gives important data for applications such as effective masses, and thus electron and hole mobilities, and is the first term needed for the calculation of vibrational frequencies (phonons).
We have employed an extensive database of crystal structures extracted from the work of Nishimura. 80 This database comprises experimental lattices as well as lattices optimized with a PBE-PAW method. For the sake of better transferability of our parameters, we wanted to use as many reference systems as possible. We use three or more crystal systems for most of the atom types. The crystal systems used as reference in the parametrization of each element are discriminated in the Supporting Information (SI).
The DFT reference is always the all electron calculation with a numerical TZP basis set (available in ADF/BAND 83, 84 ), the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional suggested by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof in 1996 (PBE), 85 and the scalar-relativistic correction (ZORA). 86 The quadratic scheme proposed by Wiesenekker and Baerends 87 with high precision settings has been used for numerical integration over the Brillouin zone.
The DFTB calculations of band structures have been carried out using the ADF/DFTB 88 program. 3.3. Generation of DFTB Pseudoatoms and DFTB Parameters. All necessary information for defining the DFTB parameters is obtained by solving the KS equations for the pseudoatoms of spherical symmetry as given in eq 7. For consistency, we employ the same density-functional as for the reference calculations (PBE) and also include the scalarrelativistic corrections (ZORA) for all elements.
The choice of basis functions was less straightforward. Intensive tests have shown that it is practically impossible to describe the pseudoatoms being subjected to different confinement potentials V conf using standard analytical Slater-type or Gaussian-type basis sets, even if they have excellent quality within DFT, and especially for confinement potentials with high exponents σ, which are very steep. This holds for the orbital basis set and alsoif employedfor the fitting functions to describe the electron density. To avoid numerical problems we employ here numerical atomic orbitals (NAOs), which are exact eigenfunctions of the DFT Hamiltonian for a spherical atom, obtained with the Herman−Skillman procedure. 89 Various strategies have been suggested in the literature to optimize V conf , motivated by different reasons, 90−92 and alternative analytical forms of V conf have been suggested. 93, 94 We have chosen an analytical expression for the confinement potential V conf = (r/r 0 ) σ , with free parameters r 0 and σ. This choice is numerically simple and can be taken as generalization of V conf as it is used by most groups today, who take the same parameter r 0 but integer values (2 or 4) for σ. Thus, this choice allows the DFTB community to easily adapt existing parametrization tools.
With these details, we calculate the pseudoatomic potential V 0 , density n 0 , and atomic orbitals ϕ μ , depending on the parameters r 0 and σ. They are used to compute the elements of overlap and KS matrices using eqs 7 and 9 given in the previous section. It is convenient and common to precalculate the overlap and KS matrix elements between two atoms as function of the interatomic distance and to store them in a parameter file, the so-called Slater−Koster table. 6 For each element, we carry out a further atomic calculation with V conf = 0, yielding the orbital energies ε μ of the free atoms. The Hubbard parameters U l , required to obtain the SCC matrix γ, 33 are calculated for each atomic shell as the second derivative of the atomic energy with respect to the electronic occupation of the l orbital in the unconfined atom.
At this point, it is important to discuss what orbitals are to be included in the DFTB approach. DFTB is a nonorthogonal tight-binding scheme, so some attention must be given to the related orthogonality issues. Within the potential superposition (eq 5), one can interpret the orthogonalization terms as pseudopotential contributions. Those have been identified to be small and can be neglected. 73 Therefore, it is reasonable to disregard the core orbitals in DFTB. In DFT, it is necessary to employ a large series of unoccupied orbitals into the variational space in order to be able to obtain high-quality KS orbitals, energies, and properties. In DFTB, however, this variational space is expected to be represented in the pseudoatomic orbitals, which have been optimized during the parametrization, and that a minimum valence basis is sufficient. In cases where explicit polarization is important, one shell of polarization functions has been included. 90, 91 The explicit choice for each element is given in Table 1 . Typical choices are, for example, to include the next p shell in alkali metals or the unoccupied d shell for elements such as Si and P.
Before we turn to the optimization procedure of the DFTB parameters, we would like to motivate the importance of the choice of the numerical atomic orbitals. Figure 1 gives the electronic band structure of Al(fcc), calculated with our optimized DFTB confinement (r 0 = 5.9 bohr and σ = 12.4), in comparison with a DFT benchmark calculation. The use of analytical basis functions, even the enormous QZ4P basis set, for calculating the DFTB pseudoatom has been found insufficient for reproducing the DFT reference bands in the valence region (below the Fermi level ε F ). As shown in Figure  1 , the deviations are especially pronounced in the s band. Only the numerical atomic orbitals match our reference calculations closely. Hence, to reproduce the KS matrix elements with Slater-type orbitals, special basis sets would need to be constructed to handle steep confinement potentials. We have not pursued this route, as the NAOs already represent the basis set limit for this problem.
3.4. Optimization of DFTB Parameters in a Semiautomated Procedure. It remains to determine the free parameters r 0 and σ in such way that they lead to high-quality and transferable results. This means that the DFTB perform- a Confinement radii r 0 are given in bohr, whereas orbital energies ε l and Hubbard parameters U l are given in hartree. When applying the SCC correction per atom rather than per atomic shell, we use the Hubbard parameter of the occupied shell with highest l number. ance shall be similarly good for the different crystal systems that have been chosen as reference systems for each element. The quality assessment is associated to the band structure differences to the reference values and thus contains a significant amount of information. In principle, a careful eye observation of the band structures or projected density of states would be the best way to judge the quality of the DFTB parameters. However, this is most inconvenient in terms of time and manual effort and introduces a subjective component that is difficult to control. The main challenge of this work is to find an optimization scheme that is as much automated as possible. As our target quantities are band structures, we defined two scoring functions η(ε) and η(κ). η(ε) evaluates the quality of the band structure energies. It is defined as
where the sum runs over the valence bands, indicated with i and a set of k points from the selected path through the Brillouin zone, yielding a total of N elements. A similar expression can be written for the curvature of the bands
For some insulating systems, for example, Ge(dia), the lowest conduction band is also included in the scoring functions. For details on the number of bands used in the scoring functions for each reference crystal, we refer the reader to Table S1 .1 on the SI. The parametrization of the individual atom types moves along the following procedure:
1. We generate parameter sets by varying the parameters r 0 and σ in a brute-force scheme. In detail, we change r 0 in steps of 0.1 r cov , starting from the covalent radius r cov of the element up to 10 r cov . The values of r cov are taken from the work of Cordero et al. 95 The exponent σ is varied from 2 to 17 in steps of 0.2. Slater−Koster tables are prepared and saved for analysis. 2. For each atom type we have selected several crystal systems. For each of the crystal systems, we compute and score the band structures following eqs 12 and 13. We first rank the best parameters in terms of the band energies (η(ε)). It is interesting to note that a rather large variation of parameters produces excellent band structures for many systems. We pick a set of the best performing sets, typically about 50. 3. We re-rank the best performing sets in terms of band curvatures (η(κ)). 4. Finally, the sets of ranked parameters of different crystal systems are progressively compared until the closest intersection point is found (i.e., those parameters that are performing well in all crystal systems with the lowest possible energy and curvature deviation). This step is comparable to drawing a Venn diagram, where only one single element is common between all sets. If there are no common parameters found, we extend the bestperforming set in point 2 and start over. This procedure yields values for r 0 and σ that produce highquality band energies and band curvatures for different crystal systems.
We have carried out this procedure for DFTB formulated in the density superposition as well as for the potential superposition scheme (eqs 5 and 6). It turned out that the potential superposition scheme showed, overall, superior results in terms of band energies and curvatures, as exemplified in Figure 2 . We will therefore consistently apply this scheme to generate all parameters that will be presented below.
In addition to the procedure described above, different electronic configurations have been tested for transition metal elements. Although the ground state configuration should be used to ensure correct dissociation energies, as discussed in Section 2, alternative configurations, in which an electron is reassigned from the s to the d orbital or vice versa, may improve the description of electronic band structures. Hence, we have chosen to use the electronic configuration that resulted in the best band structure around the Fermi energy.
3.5. Securing Transferability. Already during the parametrization procedure of homoatomic materials, we have generated sufficient data to discuss the transferability of DFTB. If a large number of parameter sets scores well in the description of each crystal type selected per element, a good transferability is expected. On the contrary, if very few parameter sets score well, transferability may turn out to be problematic and compromises would have to be made when selecting the best parameter set for a certain element. In Figures  3 and 4 we show an exceptionally good (phosphorus) and an exceptionally bad (carbon) example. It is surprising and interesting to note that carbon is one of the least transferable Figure 2 . Electronic band structures calculated for fcc crystals of (a) carbon and (b) aluminum, using DFTB parameters optimized with the potential superposition (potential) and density superposition (density) approaches. The bands have been shifted according to the Fermi energy ε F . In the present work, the potential superposition has generally performed better than the density superposition in terms of band energies and band curvatures. For reference, the band structures calculated with the matsci-0-3 96 parameter set are also shown.
elements that we have encountered because a significant portion of the success of DFTB is related to its excellent performance for carbon-based systems. The original choice of Porezag et al. 5 for V conf , with r 0 /r cov ≈ 1.8 and σ = 2, is clearly outside the best range for carbon systems (Figure 4 ). This finding indicates that it is important to compromise between different benchmark systems. It further shows how inaccuracies in the electronic parameters may be compensated by the additional terms of the total energy (eq 10).
Because only homoatomic crystals have been used as references for our DFTB parametrization, the performance of our parameters with heteroatomic systems would be a true evidence of transferability. In the majority of the cases, we have obtained very good qualitative agreement between DFTB and DFT calculations of band energies and band curvatures of binary crystals. For some systems, however, poor results have been achieved. More specifically, systems containing elements that do not naturally occur in solid phase, i.e., N, O, F, Cl, and Br. In order to overcome this problem, we have reoptimized the parameters of these elements using a series of binary compounds as reference. Upon reoptimization, significant improvement has been achieved ( Figure 5 ). Table S1 .1 of the Supporting Information shows a detailed list of the crystal systems used as reference for the parametrization of each element, as well as the final band energy and curvature scores for all systems considered in this work. Table 1 gives the selected DFTB valence shells, the optimized parameters r 0 and σ to express V conf , the orbital energies ε of the unconfined pseudoatoms, and the Hubbard parameters U for all elements of the periodic table from H to Th, with completely filled f levels. With these parameters it is possible to compute all elements of the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices for DFTB calculations. It should be reminded that it is important to use an extremely extended basis set, preferentially numerical atomic orbitals.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For several elements, we have obtained a value of 2.0 for σ, which is the lowest limit in our optimization range. Hence, in these cases, we have reoptimized the confinement potential using 1.0 as the lower limit. Nevertheless, the results have not changed, confirming that 2.0 is truly the lower limit of σ.
It is interesting to notice that opposite to previous assumptions the optimal value of r 0 is not related to the covalent radii by a simple constant. In fact, the values of both r 0 and σ considerably differ from element to element. In Figure 6 we compare the bond lengths (D e ) in the reference crystals to the optimal values of r 0 . A trend can be observed between this values. Furthermore, it can be observed that the covalent radii do not reflect the bond lengths of the crystal systems.
The corresponding band structures of the benchmark systems are compared to our DFT reference calculations and to results obtained using the matsci-0-3 parameter set 50, 51, 96 available at DFTB.org. 97 In the matsci-0-3 parameter set the confinement potential has been tuned manually, and the pseudoatomic calculations have been carried out with convenient Slater-type basis functions and the local density approximation. 98 Not surprisingly, our new set of DFTB parameters, entitled QUASINANO2013.1 (quantum-mechanical simulations for the nanoscale, labeled according to the title of the funding project), performs very well for the vast majority of all homoatomic systems in the periodic table. Three examples have been selected for discussion here: C, Si, and Au. Despite the transferability issue discussed before, very good qualitative results have been obtained for all carbon systems (Figure 7) , although the band gap in C(dia) has been compromised. In the case of Si (Figure 8 ), our parameters outperform the matsci-0-3 set in both the valence and conduction bands close to the Fermi level. The matsci-0-3 set does not include Au parameters; however, a very good agreement between our parameters and DFT can been observed in Figure 9 . It is important to note that the conduction bands of DFTB will always differ from DFT. There are bands missing due to the choice of minimum basis set in DFTB, and the higher-energy conduction bands have not been included in the calculation of the scoring functions. This deviation from DFT is not relevant, as the high-energy part of the band structure does not influence the electronic ground state of the system. We have further tested our DFTB parameters for binary compounds. Four crystals that have not been used as reference in the parametrization have been chosen, namely, ScC (rock salt type) and TiC (rock salt type) (Figure 10 ), GeSi (zinc blende type), and SnSi (zinc blende type) ( Figure 11 ). All these examples show that DFTB bands obtained with our parameters are in good agreement with DFT reference bands. With the exception of a few transition metal compounds, we observed results of similar quality for many other systems (SI), which confirms the transferability of the parameters.
Another test worth mentioning refers to the mechanical deformation of MoS 2 monolayers. The change in electronic conductivity associated to mechanical strain in transition-metal dichalcogenides has been investigated in our group, 99 using full DFT calculations. We have repeated the band structure calculations (results not shown) of the MoS 2 monolayer subject to compression of up to 15% and have observed the same trends with respect to the position and value of the Many more examples can be found in the Supporting Information. Our parameters are already applicable for band structures, electron mobilities, and quantum conductance calculations. The applicability of the parameter set is currently being extended by inclusion of the repulsion energy term E rep .
CONCLUSION
We have presented a semiautomated parametrization scheme for the density-functional based tight-binding method that yields parameters throughout the periodic table. Thus, electronic structure calculations of solids and finite systems are now possible for practically any material using the DFTB approximation. The parametrization scheme takes reference calculations, obtained with a standard density-functional (PBE), as benchmarks and analyzes the electronic band energies and curvatures for selecting the best possible DFTB parameters.
We have presented the optimized parameters for our first global parameter set, QUASINANO2013.1, and validated it for a set of test systems. Within the accuracy range of DFTB, a very good performance has been observed for the new QUASINA-NO2013.1 parameters, in most cases outperforming previous parameters that have been regularly employed. We note that a proper choice of basis functions is essential for obtaining correct DFTB parameters.
It should be noted that the calculation of other important properties, such as binding energies, reaction paths, and bond angles, requires the parametrization of repulsive potentials, which will be the focus of a forthcoming contribution. Once this parametrization is complete, a more detailed analysis of the performance and transferability of our DFTB parameters and further comparison to other parameters already available will be possible.
The article is accompanied with extensive Supporting Information, which brings detailed results of benchmark and validation calculations for more than 100 systems. The QUASINANO2013.1 parameter set can be produced with the current version of the ADF software.
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